CENTER NINE (INDIVIDUAL OPTION)

LIBRARY SKILLS: NON-FICTION BOOKS/DEWEY DECIMAL SYSTEM
need: non-fiction shelves and/or the computer

Goals: To learn how to find books about flight in the non-fiction section of the library

Directions:

There are a few ways to find out where we can find books about flight in the library. You can walk along the shelves and look at each book, topic, and number section. You can use the search computer and type in different topics. You can even use AbbyCat on the Provincial Library Web Site. See your librarian for help with this center. You need to record the following information:

What flight-related topics can you find in the non-fiction section of the library?
What are the call numbers on the spine? (Dewey Decimal System of Classification)

Grading: five points for five topics /5
Bonus Point for extra/unusually topic +1

Please record below what you find out. Please use another sheet and attach it if needed.

Topic/Title and Call number: __________________________________________________________